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Abstract
In distributed systems, it is difficult to predict whether the node 
is genuine or not and this may lead to the addition of selfish/
malicious nodes. The selfish/malicious nodes are the nodes that 
continue the execution of their codes for unknown/prolonged 
duration. For allotting the nodes with resources, the mutual 
exclusion algorithms, either token based, non-token based 
quorum-based or agreement based, do not keep check over the 
sites requesting execution. The selfish nodes try to sabotage the 
processing in the network by acquiring the resources. Hence, 
presence of a gap is observed from the point of view of security in 
the distributed systems. Therefore, to make the network resilient 
enough to prevent itself from these attacks, here we are proposing 
an algorithm which is an extension to the current algorithms, 
for allocation of resources to the nodes and execution of their 
requests with certain modifications in the request queue and its 
execution by using priority queue and round–robin scheduling 
for execution of all the sites in the distributed system. This will 
make the distributed systems safe from the execution of requests 
by malicious nodes and will work for both the monitored and the 
automated networks in the distributed environment.
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I. Introduction
The distributed environment these days is expanding with the 
nodes attached in it. Neither we can guarantee nor predict that the 
nodes that are there in the network are selfish/malicious or normal. 
The property of selfish nodes is to send a request for either a high 
number of resources or keep the allocated resources busy for quite 
a long duration or even forever. Because of this the legitimate 
nodes suffer and are not able to get the resources for themselves 
and may end up resulting in problems such as starvation or may 
never get a chance to execute them. There are many token, non-
token, agreements and quorum based algorithms to help the cause 
but all lack in some way or the other. The thing common in them 
is that they all use a queue for processing.
Firstly, considering the non-token based algorithms, they require 
two or more rounds of message exchange among the sites. The 
Lamport’s algorithm [1] tells a site to maintain a request queue for 
accepting the request for execution from all other sites. It relays the 
reply messages to the sites in the queue one by one granting them 
with the resources. Considering the Ricart – Agarwala’s algorithm 
[2] which is an improvement over the Lamport’s algorithm, 
also maintains a request queue at each site for allocation of its 
resources. The site on receipt of request message supplies a reply 
message iff, it itself is not requesting or executing else queues the 
request message and processes queue thereafter. Finally, over to 
the Maekawa’s algorithm [3], this also works in almost the same 
way. It takes up the requests in the request queue and sends the 
reply message to a site upon its request, provided it hasn’t sent a 
reply message to a site from the time it received the last release 
message. The code on the requesting site executes if it gets reply 

messages from all the sites in its request list. All along we have 
seen improvement in message passing, improving congestion 
in the network but no where we could determine whether the 
requesting site is selfish or keeps on executing forever.
Secondly, considering the token based algorithms, a unique token 
is shared among the sites and the site holding the token is allowed to 
execute till the time it possesses the token. In the Suzuki Kasami’s 
broadcast algorithm [4], the site wanting the token broadcasts the 
request message. The site with the token sends the token if it itself 
is not excusing else after that. This is done with the help of the 
generated sequence numbers. Considering the Singhal’s heuristics 
algorithm [5], each site maintains the information about the state 
of all the other sites in the system and uses it to select the sites that 
are likely to have the token. Now, the request for the token is sent 
to the selected sites only reducing the number of messages sent. 
At the receipt of request message the site hands over the token 
if not itself executing else after that. Finally, in the Raymond’s 
tree-based algorithm [6] the sites are arranged as a directed tree 
with each site maintaining a holder variable, which points in the 
direction of the token, and a request queue. The site wanting the 
token sends the request in the direction of the holder variable. Each 
node if not has the token puts the request in queue and forwards 
the request until it finally reaches the node with token and then it 
backtracks as per the queue. These algorithms too including some 
others [7-8] just focus over the allocation of resources and not the 
site requesting. Hence, the problem still sustains.
Finally, the agreement based [9] and quorum based [10] algorithms 
too fail as they may reach a majority consensus providing the 
resources to the selfish node. This again does not ensure the 
security from the selfish nodes and hence does not solve the 
problem any further. Hence, the gap from the security point of 
view persists.

II. Proposed Work
Since, all the mutual exclusion algorithms, be it either non-token 
based or token based or agreement and quorum based, fail to 
acknowledge the fact that the selfish nodes can be allocated with 
the resources, further resulting in the deadlock or starvation in 
the system. So, keeping that in mind we have suggested certain 
modifications as per how to execute the requests from the sites. 
Our methodology is applicable to almost all the models which 
use queues to process their request sets. We do not focus on the 
way the resources are allocated but the way they are executed. 
Hence, the basic motto is that algorithms like Lamport’s, Ricart – 
Agarwala’s or Maekawa’s can be used for the purpose of allocation 
of resources. Now, we propose that in place of queues we use 
priority queues and the execution of the requests will be done 
in round–robin fashion with a bound to the maximum count, the 
number of times the process can execute. The priority queue and 
round robin are used because they are the simplest and easiest 
to integrate with other processes in the system. The number 
of processes selected from the total lot in the request queue is 
dependent over a frame, limited by the frame length. The round 
robin execution will be performed upon processes in this frame 
only, readjusting the frame only when either the process is finished 
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or aborted. The algorithm will work for both automated as well 
as monitored systems. For automated systems we can fix up the 
execution of process as hard process (abort it instantly when it 
reaches the maximum count in round robin execution) or for the 
monitored system as soft process (message will be sent to the 
administrator to check the process if it reaches the maximum count 
but execution is not hindered). We assume that the administrator 
is available all the time.

A. The System Model
At any instant, a site may have several requests for execution. A 
site queues up these requests and serves them one at a time. A site 
can be in one of the following three states: requesting, executing or 
idle state. In requesting state, the site is blocked and cannot make 
any further requests. In idle state, the site is not performing any 
task and in executing state, the site is utilizing the resources for 
its own execution. The network is reliable and the administrator 
of the network is always trustworthy.

B. Terms and Components
Q (Priority Queue) – allows deletion from anywhere.• 
F – Frame of a certain length (F.length) which contains the • 
number of processes on which the round-robin works.
Max_Count – The maximum number of times a process can • 
execute.
Process_Exec_Flag – The execution of processes can either • 
be hard or soft. The hard process or when the flag is set, the 
process is aborted instantly if the Max_Count is reached. The 
soft process or when the flag is not set, a message is sent to 
administrator when Max_Count is reached.
t• 0 – The time at which resources have been allocated.
T – The maximum time for which a node can execute.• 
Allocate_Resource() – Allocates the resource to a requesting • 
site via any algorithm, be it token, non-token, agreement or 
quorum based which has a request queue in it.
Frame – Figure 1 shows a frame with F.length=3 and which • 
executes the priority queue Q with Q.length elements 3 at 
a time.
Process – Fig. 2 shows a single process. For any process, the • 
Process ID is the identity of the process in the system, the 
System ID is the node at which process is generated and the 
Count is the number of times the process has been executed, 
initially it is set to zero. Each process has a buffer to store 
states. The processes that enter the frame after fix up (deletion) 
of any process can only execute in the next round. This was 
done in order to make the algorithm fair as if the processes 
kept on deleting at one end or in between. So, because of the 
fix up of the processes in the frame, the processes already in 
it could starve, waiting for execution.

Fig. 1: Structure of a Frame

Fig. 2: Structure of a Process

C. Algorithm
Process_Handler ( )
Local: Priority Queue Q, Frame F, Max_Count, Process_

Exec_Flag, T, c, fn, t0, N
Begin
c =1, fn =1and N=Q.length
While (F ≠ empty)
Do

If (c <= N and c <=  F.length)
Allocate_Resorce (F.Process[fn])
If (F.Process[fn].Count > 0)

Restore saved state from F.Process[fn].Buffer
EndIf
Set allocation timer to t0 
Run the process till time (t0 + T)
Save the states in F.Process[fn].Buffer
F.Process[fn].Count = F.Process[fn].Count + 1
c = c + 1
If (F.Process[fn] = Finished)

Delete_and_fixup(F.Process[fn])
Q.length = Q.length - 1

Else If (F.Process[fn].Count = Max_Count)
If (Process_Exec_Flag = 1)

Abort(F.Process[fn])
Delete_and_fixup(F.Process[fn])
Q.length = Q.length – 1

Else
Send message to Admin (F.Process[fn])
fn = fn + 1

EndIf
Else

fn = fn + 1
EndIf

Else
c=1, fn=1and N= Q.length

EndIf
Done
End

D. Algorithm Description
The above algorithm uses priority queue which are operated in 
round-robin fashion. Here, the process has a maximum bound to 
which it can execute called max_count. The number of processes 
selected from the total pool in the request queue is dependent over 
a frame limited by its frame_length. The round robin execution will 
be performed on the processes inside this frame only, readjusting 
the frame only when either the process is either finished or aborted. 
The process can be aborted by the system itself (hard process) 
or the administrator of the system/ network (soft process) when 
he receives the message as per the Process_Handler(). After a 
process finishes or aborts, it is deleted from the frame and then 
the frame is fixed up followed by decreasing the queue_length 
by one each time.

III. Experimental Result
Here, we have taken a frame of length 3 and a priority queue of 
length 4, i.e. having 4 processes. Processes with PID 10 need 3, 
PID 32 need 1, PID 43 need 6 and PID 44 need 3 counts to finish 
their execution respectively. The Max_Count is set to 4 and the 
Process_Exec_Flag is set to 1 (when Count= Max_Count process 
is aborted and deleted). So, process with PID 43 will be rendered 
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as selfish and hence, treated according to the Process_Exec_Flag. 
Initially c=1, fn=1and N=4.

Fig. 3: The Initial Condition

Step 1: c=2, fn=2 and N=4.

Fig. 4: During step 1

Step 2: c=3, fn=2 and N=4.

Fig. 5: During step 2

Since, PID 32 finishes, so delete_and_fixup( ).

Fig. 6: After Deletion and Fixup in Step 2

Step 3: Since fn=2, hence Process 2 will be executed. Now, c=4, 
fn=3 and N=4.

Fig. 7: During Step 3

Step 4: Since, c > F.length. Hence, c=1, fn=1 and N=3.
Step 5: c=2, fn=2 and N=3.

Fig. 8: During step 5

Step 6:  c=3, fn=3 and N=3.

Fig. 9: During Step 6

Step 7: c=4, fn=4 and N=3.

Fig. 10: During Step 7

Step 8: Since, c > F.length. Hence, c=1, fn=1 and N=3.
Step 9: c=2, fn=1 and N=3.

Fig. 11: During Step 9

Since, PID 10 finished during this time. Hence, final structure 
will be as follows after delete_and_fixup( ).

Fig. 12: After Deletion and Fixup in Step 9

Step 10: Since fn=1, hence Process 1 will be executed. Now, c=3, 
fn=2 and N=3.

Fig. 13: During Step 10

Step 11: c=4, fn=3 and N=3.

Fig. 14: During Step 11
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Step 12: Since, c > N. So, c=1, fn=1 and N=2.

Step 13: c=2, fn=1and N=2.

Fig. 15: During Step 13

Since, PID 43 reaches Max_Count and Process_Exec_Flag is set 
for hard process. Hence, process is aborted and deleted and the 
queue is fixed up. So, finally:

Fig. 16: After Deletion and Fixup in Step 13

Step 14: Since fn=1, hence Process 1 will be executed. So, c=3, 
fn=2and N=2.

Fig. 17: During Step 14

Step 15: Since, PID 44 finishes and so does the elements in the 
queue after deletion. Hence, the queue is now empty and the 
algorithm exits.
The example above shows all the possible conflicts that can arise 
in any of the situations for the set of processes in the queue. The 
fairness of allocation of resources as every process that enters the 
frame after fix up of the queue only executes in the next round. 
The freedom from starvation can be clearly seen above as process 
of no site waits for the resources for indefinite amount of time.

A. Correctness
Proof of all the points are done by contradiction citing the 
conditions in the experimental result presented above.

Theorem 1
The algorithm ensures mutual exclusion.

Proof
Suppose two sites S1 and S2 are executing their requests 
concurrently. Since, for this to happen, the conditions of entering 
the priority queue for any of the algorithms should hold true 
concurrently. This also means that the timestamp of the two 
requests are also the same. Due to the property of the queue that 
only one element can be processed at a time for the given time 
quanta T, this condition can never arise and the timestamp of two 
requests in the queue can never be the same. Hence, the algorithm 

ensures mutual exclusion.

Theorem 2
The algorithm ensures fairness in allocation of resources.

Proof
Suppose the frame of size n and there are m processes in the queue 
such that m > n. If for some process Pi, such that 1< i < n and all 
Pj, such that j > i, all the processes execute in a single turn and 
the queue gets fixed up and P1 waits for its turn for execution. 
This will never happen as execution under round-robin scheme 
is limited to the length of the frame and the processes that enter 
the frame upon deletion of any process are only executed in the 
next round. Hence, the algorithm ensures fairness.

Theorem 3
The algorithm ensures security from the attack of selfish sites 
under monitored or automated systems.

Proof
Suppose that a node requested an execution time which needs more 
time or counts to finish its execution. The node when executes its 
request in round-robin fashion increments its Count value by one 
each time it executes. Considering the case of automated systems, 
i.e. the Process_Exec_Flag is set for hard process, when the Max_
Count is attained the process gets aborted by the algorithm. Now, 
in case of monitored systems, the Process_Exec_Flag is set for soft 
process, a message will be sent to the administrator every time the 
process executes after the Max_Count is reached incrementing 
the Count of the process by one again. The administrator looks 
up for the process and handles it accordingly by either, aborting 
it and fixing up the queue or by letting it execute till it finishes. 
Hence, the algorithm ensures security.

IV. Analysis
The algorithms currently present do not inhibit the selfish nodes 
be it either token, non-token, agreement or quorum based. The 
algorithm that we have suggested looks upon the gap left in the 
current algorithms for mutual exclusion from the point of view of 
security in the distributed systems. The following points support 
the discussion made above: 

A. Service Policy
We have suggested an algorithm for allocation of resources to the 
nodes and execution of their codes by use of priority queue and 
round–robin scheduling.

B. Freedom from Starvation
A site is never forced to wait indefinitely for the allocation of the 
resources as the execution window keeps moving with the time.

C. Liveness
Progress is ensured using this algorithm as the execution of the 
queue does not halt until it is rendered empty. After execution of all 
the requests in the queue, the site waits for any further requests.

D. Performance
Since, round–robin algorithm is used and resources are provided to 
the processes each time afresh. So, the number of messages passed 
over the network increase but for the purpose of security. Hence, 
security from selfish nodes is ensured on the cost of message 
passing in the network.
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E. Safety
We strongly say that this algorithm ensures safety with high 
probability. No known protocols can ensure this level of safety 
from the attacks of selfish nodes.
Although the number of messages passed over the network do 
increase and may cause congestion but certainly the security from 
the attack of the selfish nodes is ensured. One more vulnerability 
that lies in the algorithm is that if the Process_Exec_Flag is set to 
0 (Soft Process) and administrator does not check the messages in 
the monitored networks that are being sent to him and does not take 
any action accordingly. If so, the problem will sustain and for this 
reason only it is considered that the administrator is trustworthy 
and monitoring the messages and taking actions as per required, 
timely. In this way our algorithm extends the current algorithms for 
mutual exclusion and resource allocation and works for automated 
as well as the monitored networks. Hence, consolidating the entire 
algorithm allows all processes to execute but aborts the processes 
rendered selfish.

V. Conclusion
We suggested an algorithm, as an extension to the current 
algorithms for mutual exclusion, with certain modification as 
per the allocation and execution of the requests. In place of 
queues, the use of priority queues and in place of execution of the 
requests, all at once, use of round–robin pre-emptive scheduling is 
suggested. The processes that are being executed in round–robin 
scheduling are enclosed in a frame of fixed length. The requests 
when executed are counted for the number of times they are being 
executed. This number is limited by a maximum count limit to 
which it can extend. The execution till this limit is normal but 
when it reaches the max count, the request is rendered selfish if 
not finished. If a request is rendered selfish, it is either aborted 
of deleted or a message is sent to the administrator to check the 
process without hindering the execution in accordance with the 
process execution flag which can be either set for hard process or 
soft process respectively. The limit to the maximum time/count 
the request can execute may be considered as the limitation of 
the network. Hence, the administrator should set the optimised 
values for Process_Exec_Flag and Max_Count in the network for 
optimal execution of all the requests or processes.
The algorithm we have suggested executes the requests maintaining 
the clauses required for execution of any request with fair and free 
from starvation means. Hence, the security from the selfish nodes 
was attained. This algorithm certainly does increase the number 
of messages passed in the network but does ensure security.

VI. Future Work
The algorithm that we have suggested increases the number of 
messages passed in the network certainly and the network is also 
limited for the amount of time it can process the request. Hence, 
our future work will be towards reducing the message passed 
in the network so as to control the congestion in the network 
and also for handling the legitimate requests (if any) that take 
time or quanta more than the defined maximum time to execute. 
We will also work over the constraint of presence of trustworthy 
administrator for the monitored network and any kind of hardware 
simulation.
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